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Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Schmidt, Signe; Boiroux, Dimitri; Ranjan, Ajenthon; Jørgensen, John Bagterp; Madsen, Henrik; Nørgaard, Kirsten / An artificial pancreas for automated blood glucose control in patients with Type 1 diabetes.
In: Therapeutic Delivery, Vol. 6, No. 5, 2015, p. 211-221.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Thavlov, Anders; Madsen, Henrik / A Non-linear Stochastic Model for an Office Building with Air Infiltration.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Zugno, Marco; Conejo, Antonio J. / A robust optimization approach to energy and reserve dispatch in electricity markets.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015
Evald Bjerg, Julie; Grum, Morten; Courdent, Vianney Augustin Thomas; Halvgaard, Rasmus Fogtmann; Vezzaro, Luca; Mikkelsen, Peter Steen / Coupling of weather forecasts and smart grid-control of wastewater inlet to Kolding WWTP (Denmark).

Græsbøll, Kaare; Kirkeby, Carsten; Nielsen, Søren Saxmose; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo / Danish holsteins favor bull offspring: Biased Milk Production as a Function of Fetal Sex, and Calving Difficulty.

Zugno, Marco; Morales González, Juan Miguel; Madsen, Henrik / Decision Support Tools for Electricity Retailers, Wind Power and CHP Plants Using Probabilistic Forecasts.

Hu, Yu; Morales González, Juan Miguel; Pineda, Salvador; Sánchez, María Jesús; Solana, Pablo / Dynamic multi-stage dispatch of isolated wind-diesel power systems.

Standardi, Laura; Jørgensen, John Bagterp (Supervisor); Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad (Supervisor) / Economic Model Predictive Control for Large-Scale and Distributed Energy Systems.


Schilder, Frank; Bureau, Emil; Santos, Ilmar Ferreira; Thomsen, Jon Juel; Starke, Jens / Experimental bifurcation analysis—Continuation for noise-contaminated zero problems.

Giebel, Gregor; Göçmen Bozkurt, Tuhe; Sørensen, Poul Ejnar; Réthoré, Pierre-Elouan; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Mirzaei, Mahmood; Skjelmose, Mads Rajczyk; Kristoffersen, Jesper Runge / Experimental verification of a real-time power curve for down-regulated offshore wind power plants.
2015. Poster session presented at EWEA Offshore 2015 Conference, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Frison, Gianluca; Vukov, Milan; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Diehl, Moritz; Jørgensen, John Bagterp / High-Performance Small-Scale Solvers for Moving Horizon Estimation.
Nystrup, Peter; Madsen, Henrik; Lindström, Erik / **Long memory of financial time series and hidden Markov models with time-varying parameters.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Paper – Annual report year: 2015

Kirkeby, Carsten; Græsbøll, Kaare; Hisham Beshara Halasa, Tariq; Toft, Nils; Nielsen, Søren Saxmose / **Mean effective sensitivity for Mycobacterium avium subsp paratuberculosis infection in cattle herds.**
In: B M C Veterinary Research, Vol. 11, No. 1, 190, 2016.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Bacher, Peder; Madsen, Henrik; Pinson, Pierre; Mortensen, Stig Bousgaard; Nielsen, Henrik Aalborg / **Methodology and forecast products for the optimal offering of ancillary services from wind in a market environment.**
Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 2015

Adesokan, Bolaji James; Evgrafov, Anton (Supervisor); Sørensen, Mads Peter (Supervisor) / **Numerical Modeling of Microelectrochemical Systems.**
Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2015

O’Connell, Niamh; Hale, Elaine ; Doebber, Ian ; Jorgenson, Jennie / **On the Inclusion of Energy-Shifting Demand Response in Production Cost Models: Methodology and a Case Study.**
Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 2015

Galeazzi, Roberto; Blanke, Mogens; Falkenberg, Thomas; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Violaris, Nikos; Storhaug, Gaute; Huss, Mikael / **Parametric roll resonance monitoring using signal-based detection.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Ahmad, Amais; Zachariasen, Camilla; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo; Græsbøll, Kaare; Toft, Nils; Matthews, Louise; Damborg, Peter; Agersø, Yvonne; Olsen, John Elmerdahl; Nielsen, Søren Saxmose / **Pharmacodynamic modelling of in vitro activity of tetracycline against a representative, naturally occurring population of porcine Escherichia coli.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Ahmad, Amais; Græsbøll, Kaare; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo; Toft, Nils; Matthews, Louise; Nielsen, Søren / **Pharmacokinetic-Pharmacodynamic Model To Evaluate Intramuscular Tetracycline Treatment Protocols To Prevent Antimicrobial Resistance in Pigs.**
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Wendt, Sabrina Lyngbye; Valeur, Anders; Madsen, Henrik; Jørgensen, John Bagterp; Boye Knudsen, Carsten / **Pharmacokinetics Modeling of Glucagon and a Novel Glucagon Analogue after Subcutaneous Administration in Dogs.**
Publication: Research › Poster – Annual report year: 2015

Göçmen Bozkurt, Tuhte; Giebel, Gregor; Sørensen, Poul Ejnar; Réthoré, Pierre-Elouan; Mirzai, Mahmood; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Skjelmose, Mads Rajczyk ; Kristoffersen, Jesper Runge / **Real-time available power estimation for offshore wind power plants.**
2015. Poster session presented at EWEA Offshore 2015 Conference, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Nystrup, Peter; Hansen, Bo William; Madsen, Henrik; Lindström, Erik / Regime-Based Versus Static Asset Allocation: Letting the Data Speak.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Schmidt, Gunilla Veslemøy; Mellerup, Anders; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo; Ståhl, Marie; Olsen, John Elmerdahl; Angen, Øystein / Sampling and Pooling Methods for Capturing Herd Level Antibiotic Resistance in Swine Feces using qPCR and CFU Approaches.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Adesokan, Bolaji James; Evgrafov, Anton; Sørensen, Mads Peter / Simulating cyclic voltammetry under advection for electrochemical cantilevers.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Græsbøll, Kaare; Nielsen, Søren S.; Toft, Nils; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo / Simulating Spread of Antimicrobial Resistant Bacteria in the Pig Pen: try our online tool.
2015. Poster session presented at Annual Conference of The Society for Veterinary Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, Ghent, Belgium.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Poster – Annual report year: 2015

Græsbøll, Kaare; Nielsen, Søren S.; Toft, Nils; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo / Simulating Spread of Antimicrobial Resistant Bacteria in the Pig Pen: try our online tool.
2015. Poster session presented at 14th Conference of the International Society for Veterinary Epidemiology and Economics, Mérida, Yucatan, Mexico.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Poster – Annual report year: 2015

Tastu, Julija; Pinson, Pierre; Madsen, Henrik / Space-time trajectories of wind power generation: Parameterized precision matrices under a Gaussian copula approach.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2015

Lindström, Erik; Madsen, Henrik; Nielsen, Jan Nygaard / Statistics for Finance.
Publication: Research › Book – Annual report year: 2015

2015. Abstract from 9th IWA Symposium on Systems Analysis and Integrated Assessment (Watermatex 2015), Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Conference abstract for conference – Annual report year: 2015

Østergaard, Nina Bjerre; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo; Dalgaard, Paw / Stochastic modelling of Listeria monocytogenes single cell growth in cottage cheese with mesophilic lactic acid bacteria from aroma producing cultures.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Ordoudis, Christos; Pinson, Pierre; Zugno, Marco; Morales González, Juan Miguel / Stochastic Unit Commitment via Progressive Hedging - Extensive Analysis of Solution Methods.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015
Nystrup, Peter; Madsen, Henrik; Lindström, Erik / Stylised facts of financial time series and hidden Markov models in continuous time.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Fan, Cheng; Xiao, Fu; Madsen, Henrik; Wang, Dan / Temporal knowledge discovery in big BAS data for building energy management.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2015

Bátora, Vladimír ; Tárník, Marián ; Murgas, Ján ; Schmidt, Signe ; Nørgaard, Kirsten ; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad ; Madsen, Henrik ; Boiroux, Dimitri ; Jørgensen, John Bagterp / The contribution of glucagon in an Artificial Pancreas for people with type 1 diabetes.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015

Madsen, Henrik; Bacher, Peder; Bauwens, Geert; Deconinck, An-Heleen; Reynders, Glenn; Roels, Staf; Himpe, Eline; Lethé, Guillaume / Thermal Performance Characterization using Time Series Data - IEA EBC Annex 58 Guidelines.
Technical University of Denmark (DTU), 2015. 84 p. (DTU Compute-Technical Report-2015; No. 8).
Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 2015

Mirzaei, Mahmood; Göçmen Bozkurt, Tuhfe; Giebel, Gregor; Sørensen, Poul Ejnar; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad / Turbine Control Strategies for Wind Farm Power Optimization.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015

Hisham Beshara Halasa, Tariq; Boklund, Anette; Stockmarr, Anders; Eneé, Claes; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo / A Comparison between Two Simulation Models for Spread of Foot-and-Mouth Disease.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Niemann, Hans Henrik; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad / Active fault detection in MIMO systems.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Niemann, Hans Henrik; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad / Active Fault Isolation in MIMO Systems.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Couchman, Ian; Castaignet, Damien; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Buhl, Thomas; Wedel-Heinen, Jens Jakob; Olesen, Niels Anker / Active load reduction by means of trailing edge flaps on a wind turbine blade.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Sokoler, Leo Emil; Standardi, Laura; Edlund, Kristian; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Madsen, Henrik; Jørgensen, John Bagterp / A Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition algorithm for linear economic model predictive control of dynamically decoupled subsystems.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Sørensen, Kim L.; Galeazzi, Roberto; Odgaard, Peter F.; Niemann, Hans Henrik; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad / Adaptive Passivity Based Individual Pitch Control for Wind Turbines in the Full Load Region.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015

Boiroux, Dimitri; Duun-Henriksen, Anne Katrine; Schmidt, Signe; Nørgaard, Kirsten; Poulsen, Niels Kjærladst; Madsen, Henrik; Jørgensen, John Bagterp / Assessment of Model Predictive and Adaptive Glucose Control Strategies for People with Type 1 Diabetes. Preprints of the 19th World Congress The International Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC 2014). 2014. p. 231-236.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015

Græsbøll, Kaare; Nielsen, S. S.; Hisham Beshara Halasa, Tariq; Kirkeby, Carsten; Toft, Nils; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo / Association of MAP specific ELISA-responses and productive parameters in 314 Danish dairy farms. 2014. Poster session presented at 12th International Colloquium on Paratuberculosis, Parma, Italy.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Poster – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Conference abstract in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Saez Gallego, Javier; Morales González, Juan Miguel; Madsen, Henrik; Jonsson, Tryggvi / Determining reserve requirements in DK1 area of Nord Pool using a probabilistic approach.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Conference article – Annual report year: 2014

Pinson, Pierre; Tastu, Julija / Discussion of "Prediction intervals for short-term wind farm generation forecasts" and "Combined nonparametric prediction intervals for wind power generation".
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Wind-Willassen, Øistein; Sørensen, Mads Peter (Main supervisor) / Drops on hydrophobic surfaces & vibrated fluid surfaces.
Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2014

Andersen, Philip Hvidthøft Delff; Iversen, Anne; Madsen, Henrik; Rode, Carsten / Dynamic modeling of presence of occupants using inhomogeneous Markov chains.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Petersen, Lars Norbert; Poulsen, Niels Kjelstad; Niemann, Hans Henrik; Utzen, Christer; Jørgensen, John Bagterp / Economic Optimization of Spray Dryer Operation using Nonlinear Model Predictive Control.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015

Morales González, Juan Miguel; Zugno, Marco; Pineda, Salvador; Pinson, Pierre / Electricity market clearing with improved dispatch of stochastic production.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Marschler, Christian; Sieber, Jan; Hjorth, Poul G.; Starke, Jens / Equation-Free Analysis of Macroscopic Behavior in Traffic and Pedestrian Flow.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2014

Rosgaard, Martin Haubjerg; Hahmann, Andrea N.; Nielsen, Torben Skov; Giebel, Gregor; Sørensen, Poul Ejnar; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad / Estimation of the Possible Power of a Wind Farm.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Conference article – Annual report year: 2014

Rosgaard, Martin Haubjerg; Hahmann, Andrea N.; Nielsen, Torben Skov; Sørensen, Poul Ejnar; Madsen, Henrik / Evaluation of Dynamical Downscaling Resolution Effect on Wind Energy Forecast Value for a Wind Farm in Central Sweden.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Conference abstract in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015

Rosgaard, Martin Haubjerg; Hahmann, Andrea N.; Nielsen, Torben Skov; Sørensen, Poul Ejnar; Madsen, Henrik; Giebel, Gregor / Evaluation of Dynamical Downscaling Resolution Effect on Wind Energy Forecast Value for a Wind Farm in Central Sweden.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Poster – Annual report year: 2015
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Book – Annual report year: 2014

Elmegård, Michael; Starke, Jens (Main supervisor); Evgrafov, Anton (Supervisor); Thomsen, Jon Juel (Supervisor) / Mathematical Modeling and Dimension Reduction in Dynamical Systems. Kgs. Lyngby : Technical University of Denmark (DTU), 2014. 158 p. (DTU Compute PHD-2014; No. 321).
Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 2015

Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 2014

Halvgaard, Rasmus; Jørgensen, John Bagterp (Main supervisor); Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad (Supervisor); Madsen, Henrik (Supervisor) / Model Predictive Control for Smart Energy Systems. Kgs. Lyngby : Technical University of Denmark (DTU), 2014. 182 p. (DTU Compute PHD-2014; No. 327).
Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2014

Carter, Paul; Christiansen, Peter Leth; Gaididei, Yuri B.; Gorria, Carlos; Sandstedt, Björn; Sørensen, Mads Peter; Starke, Jens / Multijam Solutions in Traffic Models with Velocity-Dependent Driver Strategies. In: S I A M Journal on Applied Mathematics, Vol. 74, No. 6, 2014, p. 1895-1918.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014
Madsen, Henrik; Albeanu, Grigore; Burtschy, Bernard; Popentiu-Vladicescu, Florin / Neutrosophic Logic Applied to Decision Making.
(Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, Vol. 308).
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2015

Starke, Jens; Berg Thomsen, Kristian; Sørensen, Asger; Marschler, Christian; Schilder, Frank; Dederichs, Anne; Hjorth, Poul G. / Nonlinear Effects in Examples of Crowd Evacuation Scenarios.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2014

Iversen, Jan Emil Banning; Morales González, Juan Miguel; Madsen, Henrik / Optimal charging of an electric vehicle using a Markov decision process.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Græsbøll, Kaare; Enøe, Claes; Bødker, Rene; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo / Optimal vaccination strategies against vector-borne diseases.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Hansen, Vagn Lundsgaard; Hjorth, Poul G. / På dynamikken fik han skik - og Abelprisen til Sinai gik.
Publication: Research › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Hansen, Alexander Hildenbrand; Duun-Henriksen, Anne Katrine; Juhl, Rune; Schmidt, Signe; Nørgaard, Kirsten; Jørgensen, John Bagterp; Madsen, Henrik / Predicting Plasma Glucose From Interstitial Glucose Observations Using Bayesian Methods.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Jönsson, Tryggvi; Pinson, Pierre; Madsen, Henrik; Nielsen, Henrik Aalborg / Predictive densities for day-ahead electricity prices using time-adaptive quantile regression.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Østergaard, Nina Bjerre; Dalgaard, Paw (Main supervisor); Christiansen, Lasse Engbo (Supervisor) / Predictive Food Microbiology : new tools for risk assessment and dairy product development.
Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2014

Löwe, Roland; Madsen, Henrik (Main supervisor); Mikkelsen, Peter Steen (Supervisor) / Probabilistic Forecasting for On-line Operation of Urban Drainage Systems.
Publication: Research › Ph.D. thesis – Annual report year: 2014

Iversen, Jan Emil Banning; Morales González, Juan Miguel; Møller, Jan Kloppenborg; Madsen, Henrik / Probabilistic Forecasts of Solar Irradiance by Stochastic Differential Equations.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Tastu, Julija; Pinson, Pierre; Trombe, Pierre-Julien; Madsen, Henrik / Probabilistic forecasts of wind power generation accounting for geographically dispersed information.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014
Petersen, Lars Norbert; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Niemann, Hans Henrik; Utzen, Christer; Jørgensen, John Bagterp / A Grey-Box Model for Spray Drying Plants.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Andersen, Philip Hvidthøft Delff; Rode, Carsten; Madsen, Henrik / An arctic low-energy house as experimental setup for studies of heat dynamics of buildings.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Mirzaei, Mahmood; Soltani, Mohsen; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Niemann, Hans Henrik / An MPC approach to individual pitch control of wind turbines using uncertain LIDAR measurements.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Bacher, Peder; Madsen, Henrik; Perers, Bengt; Nielsen, Henrik Aalborg / A non-parametric method for correction of global radiation observations.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Zugno, Marco; Conejo, Antonio J. / A Robust Optimization Approach to Energy and Reserve Dispatch in Electricity Markets.
Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 2013

Henriksen, Lars Christian; Hansen, Morten Hartvig; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad / A simplified dynamic inflow model and its effect on the performance of free mean wind speed estimation.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Zermeno, Victor M. R.; Abrahamsen, Asger Bech; Mijatovic, Nenad; Jensen, Bogi Bech; Sørensen, Mads Peter / Calculation of alternating current losses in stacks and coils made of second generation high temperature superconducting tapes for large scale applications.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Dorini, Gianluca Fabio; Pinson, Pierre; Madsen, Henrik / Chance-constrained optimization of demand response to price signals.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Duun-Henriksen, Anne Katrine; Schmidt, Signe; Neggaard, Kirsten; Madsen, Henrik / Clinical Data for Advanced Glucose Modeling.
Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 2013

Boklund, Anette; Hisham Beshara Halasa, Tariq; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo; Enev, Claes / Comparing control strategies against foot-and-mouth disease: Will vaccination be cost-effective in Denmark?
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Standardi, Laura; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Jørgensen, John Bagterp; Sokoler, Leo Emil / Computational Efficiency of Economic MPC for Power Systems Operation.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013
Corradi, Olivier; Ochsenfeld, Henning Peter; Madsen, Henrik; Pinson, Pierre / Controlling Electricity Consumption by Forecasting its Response to Varying Prices.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2012

Gaididei, Yu B.; Gorria, C.; Berkermer, R.; Kawamoto, A.; Shiga, T.; Christiansen, Peter Leth; Sørensen, Mads Peter; Starke, Jens / Controlling traffic jams by time modulating the safety distance.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Halvgaard, Rasmus; Jørgensen, John Bagterp; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Madsen, Henrik; Vandenberghe, Lieven / Decentralized Large-Scale Power Balancing.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Hisham Beshara Halasa, Tariq; Willeberg, P.; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo; Boklund, Anette; AlKhamis, M.; Perez, A.; Enøe, Claes / Decisions on control of foot-and-mouth disease informed using model predictions.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Hisham Beshara Halasa, Tariq; Willeberg, Preben; Christiansen, Lasse Engbo; Boklund, Anette; AlKhamis, M.; Perez, A.; Enøe, Claes / Decisions on foot-and-mouth disease control informed by model prediction.
Society for Veterinary Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine. ed. / K. L. P. Verheyen; C. Fourichon; SVEPM Committee. 
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Pinson, Pierre; Tastu, Julija / Discrimination ability of the Energy score.
Publication: Research › Report – Annual report year: 2013

Starke, Jens / Dynamical System Approaches to Combinatorial Optimization.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Book chapter – Annual report year: 2013

Standardi, Laura; Sokoler, Leo Emil; Poulsen, Niels Kjølstad; Jørgensen, John Bagterp / Early Termination of Dantzig-Wolfe Algorithm for Economic MPC.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Meibom, Peter; Hilger, Klaus Baggesen; Madsen, Henrik; Vinther, Dorthe / Energy Comes Together In Denmark: The Key to a Future Fossil-Free Danish Power System.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Publication: Research - peer-review › Conference abstract in journal – Annual report year: 2013

Wind-Willassen, Øistein; Moláček, Jan; Harris, Daniel M.; Bush, John W. M. / Exotic states of bouncing and walking droplets.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013
Bureau, Emil; Schilder, Frank; Santos, Ilmar; Thomsen, Jon Juel; Starke, Jens / Experimental bifurcation analysis of an impact oscillator - Tuning a non-invasive control scheme.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Abdullaev, F. Kh.; Ögren, Magnus; Sørensen, Mads Peter / Faraday waves in quasi-one-dimensional superfluid Fermi-Bose mixtures.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Mikkelsen, Peter Steen; Vezzaro, Luca; Sharma, Anitha Kumari; Plösz, Benedek; Rasmussen, M. R.; Thorndahl, S.; Gil, R.; Löwe, Roland; Madsen, Henrik; Grum, M.; Gadegaard, T. N.; Runge, M.; Lynggaard-Jensen, A.; Thirsing, C.; Bassø, L.; Thyme, J.; Petersen, H.; Thornberg, D. E. / Following a drop of water from the cloud, throughout the sewer system, into the receiving water - Model predictive control of integrated sewer-wastewater treatment systems.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Paper – Annual report year: 2013

Jónsson, Tryggvi; Pinson, Pierre; Nielsen, Henrik Aalborg; Madsen, Henrik; Nielsen, Torben Skov / Forecasting Electricity Spot Prices Accounting for Wind Power Predictions.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014

Davis, Neil (Author); Hahmann, Andrea N. (Author); Clausen, Niels-Erik (Author); Zagar, Mark (Author); Pinson, Pierre (Author) / Forecasting Production Losses at a Swedish Wind Farm.
Publication: Research › Sound/Visual production (digital) – Annual report year: 2013

Pinson, Pierre; Madsen, Henrik / Forecasting the conditional dynamic elasticity of electricity consumers.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Castaignet, Damien; Couchman, Ian; Poulsen, Niels Kjærlstad; Buhl, Thomas; Wedel-Heinen, Jens Jakob / Frequency-Weighted Model Predictive Control of Trailing Edge Flaps on a Wind Turbine Blade.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2013

Klauco, Martin; Poulsen, Niels Kjærlstad; Mirzaei, Mahmood; Niemann, Hans Henrik / Frequency weighted model predictive control of wind turbine.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Costanzo, Giuseppe Tommaso; Sossan, Fabrizio; Marinelli, Mattia; Bacher, Peder; Madsen, Henrik / Grey-box Modeling for System Identification of Household Refrigerators: a Step Toward Smart Appliances.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Article in proceedings – Annual report year: 2013

Brandes, Axel; Overgaard, Mikkel; Plauborg, Liane; Dehlendorff, Christian; Lyck, Frede; Peulicke, Jørgen; Poulsen, Søren Vinther; Husted, Steen / Guideline Adherence of Antithrombotic Treatment Initiated by General Practitioners in Patients With Nonvalvular Atrial Fibrillation: A Danish Survey.
Publication: Research - peer-review › Journal article – Annual report year: 2014
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